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Illegal Online File Sharing, Decision-Analysis, and the Pricing of
Digital Goods 2016-11-03
illegal online file sharing costs companies tens of billions of dollars of lost revenues around the world annually
and results in lost productivity various psychological issues and significant reduction of incentives to create and
innovate legislative technical and enforcement efforts have failed this book presents psychological theories
about why people illegally share files online analyzes and characterizes optimal sanctions for illegal online file
sharing introduces new models for pricing of network access and digital content to help reduce illegal online file
sharing introduces new content control and p2p systems and explains why game theory does not work in pricing
of network access

FCC Record 2007
blockchain and other trustless systems have gone from being relatively obscure technologies which were only
known to a small community of computer scientists and cryptologists to mainstream phenomena that are now
considered powerful game changers for many industries this book explores and assesses real world use cases
and case studies on blockchain and related technologies the studies describe the respective applications and
address how these technologies have been deployed the rationale behind their application and finally their
outcomes the book shares a wealth of experiences and lessons learned regarding financial markets energy scm
healthcare law and compliance given its scope it is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners who want to
learn more about blockchain applications



Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology Use Cases
2020-06-05
during reconstruction herschel v cashin was a radical republican legislator who championed black political
enfranchisement throughout the south his grandson dr john l cashin jr inherited that passion for social justice
and formed an independent democratic party to counter george wallace s dixiecrats electing more blacks to
office than in any southern state his uppity ways attracted many enemies twice the private plane cashin owned
and piloted was sabotaged his dental office and boyhood home were taken by eminent domain the irs pursued
him as did the fbi ultimately his passions would lead to ruin and leave his daughter sheryll wondering why he
would risk so much in following generations of cashins through the eras of slavery reconstruction jim crow civil
rights and post civil rights political struggles sheryll cashin conveys how she came to embrace being an agitator
s daughter with humor honesty and love

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Naval Reserve 1969
this volume examines the six novels and memoir of suzanne fisher staples including her most famous work the
pakistani trilogy shabanu haveli and the house of djinn the author considers the predominant themes characters
and settings of each work providing background information about the countries cultures religions and art forms
that are central to staples s writing



Register of Retired Commissioned and Warrant Officers, Regular
and Reserve, of the United States Navy and Marine Corps 1966
people told shinto myths for centuries before they were written down when they were documented they were
written for the emperor at his command in this fascinating book readers learn about the heavenly deities and
buddhist gods and the myths about the birth of the sun and moon shinto gods and demons are described and
readers discover how the ancient traditions of shintoism and buddhism have influenced japanese customs today
clearly written the narrative explains complex myths in a way that middle school readers can understand and
enjoy

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Naval Research and Marine Corps Reserve 1955
praise for the first edition an altogether excellent introduction to the study of the presidency of the united states
library journal entries are well written an excellent addition american reference books annual an excellent
resource recommended booklist highly recommended choice the most up to date reference of its kind
encyclopedia of the american presidency fourth edition is the definitive guide to the role of the president from
the american revolution through the present day offering a complete account of the presidency in u s history
this a to z encyclopedia will make a great first stop for students and general readers looking for information on
the executive branch of the american government its comprehensive scope spans the relationship between the
executive and the other branches of government court cases elections political opponents scandals and more a
valuable resource that provides concise information encyclopedia of the american presidency fourth edition
contains more than 750 entries entries include bully pulpit commander in chief economic policy executive



privilege kamala harris impeachment iraq war thomas jefferson middle east military tribunals new deal oval
office franklin d roosevelt situation room donald trump veto power war powers watergate white house and more

Journal of the Senate 1986
examines the life of john brown including his childhood on the frontier his fight against slavery and the harpers
ferry raid his execution and legacy in american history provided by publisher

Journal of the Senate of the ... General Assembly of the State of
Iowa 1984
stars do have real power but not all of them wield it wisely this work explores how a variety of celebrities
developed their brands and how celebrity can become a jumping off point to entirely unrelated activities over
the past century a new breed of entertainer has arisen one where the old division between on camera talent
and the suits behind the scenes has largely eroded from mabel normand and charlie chaplin to lady gaga and
quentin tarantino entertainers have attempted to cross specialties and platforms to new arenas from politics to
philanthropy and more an ideal resource for general readers as well as students of american popular culture
and media at the undergraduate through scholar level star power the impact of branded celebrity details the
new ways entertainers are working in expanded environments to broaden their brands while also providing the
history behind this recent trend the two volume set comprises four main sections one that provides historical
background a second on entertainers moving beyond stardom a third focused on commerce and education and
a final section on cultural missions the work documents how earlier entertainers set the stage for today s stars
by exploiting their celebrity to take greater artistic control of their projects and provides articles that depict



each artist from a number of perspectives readers will understand what motivates the most important
contemporary entertainers working today and better grasp the business of entertainment as a whole how
hollywood works and who is really in control

The Agitator's Daughter 2008-07-31
gun violence in american society crime justice and public policy provides an in depth multidisciplinary
investigation into one of society s major social public health and political concerns death injury and destruction
from the use of firearms contributors employ a variety of theoretical methodological and data analysis
frameworks to address different gun violence issues they explore how gun violence is created and perpetuated
in society as well as the various forms and social contexts in which it appears the impacts of gun violence on
different social groups communities and social institutions are also delineated moreover possible solutions to
gun violence are presented

Suzanne Fisher Staples 2009-11-25
covers receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds

Register of Commissioned Officers, Cadets, Midshipmen, and
Warrant Officers of the United States Naval Reserve 1943
the third edition of cybercrime and society provides readers with expert analysis on the most important
cybercrime issues affecting modern society the book has undergone extensive updates and expands on the



topics addressed in the 2013 edition with updated analysis and contemporary case studies on subjects such as
computer hacking cyberterrorism hate speech internet pornography child sex abuse and policing the internet
new author kevin steinmetz brings further expertise to the book including an in depth insight into computer
hacking the third edition also includes two new chapters researching and theorizing cybercrime explains how
criminological theories have been applied to various cybercrime issues and also highlights the challenges facing
the academic study of cybercrime looking toward the future of cybercrime examines the implications for future
cybercrimes including biological implants cloud computing state sponsored hacking and propaganda and the
effects online regulation would have on civil liberties the book is supported by online resources for lecturers and
students including lecturer slides multiple choice questions web links podcasts and exclusive sage videos
suitable reading for undergraduates and postgraduates studying cybercrime and cybersecurity

Japanese Mythology 2007-08-15
a singular development in the post cold war era is the use of military force to protect human beings from
rwanda to kosovo sierra leone to east timor and libya to côte d ivoire soldiers have rescued civilians in some of
the world s most notorious war zones but what about syria why have we observed the syrian slaughter and done
nothing is humanitarian intervention in crisis is the so called responsibility to protect dead or alive in this fully
revised and expanded third edition of his highly accessible and popular text thomas weiss explores these
compelling questions drawing on a wide range of case studies and providing a persuasive overview of the
theory and practice of humanitarian intervention in the modern world he examines its political ethical legal
strategic economic and operational dimensions to highlight key debates and controversies neither celebratory
nor complacent his analysis is an engaging exploration of the current quandaries and future challenges for
robust international humanitarian action in the twenty first century



Communicating about Sports Media: Cultures Collide 2009
for the more than 27 million americans currently battling an addiction recognizing the problem and seeking
treatment is a tremendous challenge this guide helps addicts and their families understand the nature of the
disease so they can get the help they need because so many suffer from overlapping addictions this book
addresses a wide range of addictions including alcohol prescription drugs food sex gambling shopping and
smoking learn how to identify symptoms and causes overcome social obstacles decide on the right treatment
program avoid relapse and more with this book by their side addicts will come to understand themselves and
how to treat their addiction so they can live happy healthy substance free lives

Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Navy and Marine Corps 1950
government secrecy presents the best that has been thought and written on the subject including history and
philosophy theory and practice justification and critique through readings which range from georg simmel on
secrecy and max weber on bureaucracy and secret keeping to post 9 11 concerns regarding freedom of
information and presidential secrecy it enables readers to explore the issues and questions that surround the
government s right to keep necessary secrets or not this collection and the diverse perspectives it represents
will engage students and other interested parties in a discussion of the benefits and dangers of government
secrecy the collection is designed to generate questions regarding historical accuracy of government
information information ethics professional neutrality ownership of information public right to information
national security and transparency the essays explore the criteria and conditions for government secret keeping
as well as contributing to public and academic discussion of the role of secrets in democracies



Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Navy and Marine Corps and Reserve Officers on Active Duty
1958
in the last decades the united states army has often been involved in missions other than conventional warfare
these include low intensity conflicts counterinsurgency operations and nation building efforts although non
conventional warfare represents the majority of missions executed in the past sixty years the army still
primarily plans organizes and trains to fight conventional ground wars consequently in the last ten years there
has been considerable criticism regarding the military s inability to accomplish tasks other than conventional
war failed states and the threat they represent cannot be ignored or solved with conventional military might in
order to adapt to this new reality the u s army must innovate this text examines the conditions that have
allowed or prevented the u s army to innovate for nation building effectively by doing so it shows how military
leadership and civil military relations have changed nation building refers to a type of military occupation where
the goal is regime change or survival a large number of ground troops are deployed and both military and
civilian personnel are used in the political administration of an occupied country with the goals of establishing a
productive economy and a stable government such tasks have always been a challenge for the u s military
which is not normally equipped or trained to undertake them using military effectiveness as the measurement
of innovative success the book analyzes several u s nation building cases including post world war ii germany
south korea from 1945 1950 the vietnam war and operation iraqi freedom by doing so it reveals the conditions
that enabled military innovation in one unique case germany while explaining what prevented it in the others
this variation of effectiveness leads to examine prevailing military innovation theories threat based accounts
quality of military organizations and civil military relations this text comes at a critical time as the u s military
faces dwindling resources and tough choices about its force structure and mission orientation it will add to the



growing debate about the role of civilians military reformers and institutional factors in military innovation and
effectiveness
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